From Water Closet
to High-Tech Solution
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The unpleasant overall appearance of toilets does not appeal to users.
Uncleanness and vandalism entail high cleaning and repair costs for their providers.
High Gienic intends to serve all users in a way that meets all advanced requirements. It forms an
overall economic, durable and complete unit.

Patented toilet bowl

Cost-effectiveness

Made from durable stainless steel

HIGH GIENIC WC’s success is based
on our proprietary patented design bowls, tested by the German
Institute for Hygiene. The bowls
– being larger and more durable
than traditional ones – have been
designed specifically for public
use and provide no contamination-prone surfaces.

HIGH GIENIC WC meets all advanced requirements towards hygiene
and accessibility. One single unit
serves male and female users. The
materials used as well as the design ensure functionality even if
the WC is used unattended.

Being made from stainless steel,
HIGH GIENIC is fire-proof. Those
components and functions usually prone to vandalism have been
flush-mounted with the walls or
are placed in the service room. In
order to allow for removing graffiti, more aggressive solvents can be
used if necessary.

With High Gienic, contaminated
toilet seats, tipped up toilet seats
and unclean floors are a thing of
the past. Servicing HIGH GIENIC
WC is cost-efficient even if utilization degrees are extreme: design
and automated functions serve to
reduce cleaning requirements.
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HIGH GIENIC
Standard
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HIGH GIENIC flexibly meets architectural
and planning requirements without comprising durability. Standard modules can be
integrated with complete constructions or
as stand-alone units. It serves both – male
and female users. Modules can even be installed in spaces of only a few square meters.
Flushing systems equipped with motion detector lead the water directly into the toilet
bowls, which obviates the need for separate
wash bowls.
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HIGH GIENIC
Universal

B
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HIGH GIENIC consists of an all-purpose bowl
and a convenient toilet seat mechanism.
The HIGH GIENIC Universal design accounts
for any and all requirements with respect
to accessibility. The automatically upright
positioned seat lowers and the motion detector will initiate the flushing system. The
automatic floor flushing, bowl flushing and
ventilation provided by all HIGH GIENIC units
serve to keep the air fresh. Hand wash basin
and baby’s changing table have been tested
for loads of up to 300 kg. The alarm system functions uncomplicated even without
manual touch. False alarms are automatically
directed to a defined address. Even for high
utilization degrees, service terms of half a
year have proved sufficient.
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HIGH GIENIC:
user-friendly, safe, and clean
Many of High Gienic’s properties
serve to improve its ease-of-use.
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The toilet bowl’s dimensions and
durability are ideal for public use.
Bowl flushing is made automatically.

The toilet bowl is flushed automatically after each user. A floor
flushing serves to effectively
remove contaminants that have
gathered underneath the grating
The WC can be used as urinal,
as well as any unpleasant odors.
since the seat is automatically
The automatic flushing works witpositioned upright. It thus remains hout interfering with users.
clean for other users.

Automatically controlled highperformance ventilation ensures
fresh air. Thermostat-controlled
heating provides for the units
proper temperature and technical
function even during cold seasons.

Standard features:
• automatic ﬂushing of toilet
bowl and floor
• clear indicator lamps inside and
outside the unit
• motion-detector equipped
switches inside the unit
• service water supply inside the
unit

• automatic ventilation
• automatic night-locking
• controlled service hours
Optional additional features:
• emergency phone for disabled,
frost, and other alarm calls
• payment facility and electrically
secured coin slot

• automatic door
• drug injection disposal – save
container discharge in service
room
• several sensors to monitor and
control the unit’s functions
• independent shower module
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Consulting, Planning,
Installation, Service
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Your decision for HIGH GIENIC WC means
investing in a cost-efficient public WC system with comprehensive quality and service
package:
• production and operation in accordance
with ISO9001 quality management system
• Customized outer paneling available.
All units can be combined, which allows
planners and architects to realize customized combinations.
• project design and drawing required for
approval are included with the delivery
scope
• all units are factory-tested before installation
• installation and commissioning
• On-site user training
• clear service and usage instructions for
each unit
• free telephone support
• HIGH GIENIC’s annual service cost-efﬁciently and easily ensures the unit’s proper
functioning.
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References and
Special Solutions
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Welcome to the
HIGH GIENIC WC Unit!
No matter if you are located in
England or the US, in Helsinki
or Kevelaer, at a train station or
parking lot, in a park or pedestrian precinct – internationally
known HIGH GIENIC is in reach
and ensures cleanliness in public
spaces. Its flexibility facilitates the
unit’s installation at sites of most
different nature. We are pleased to
answer your questions and provide
you with further information. For
sure we will also find your perfect
solution.
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HIGH GIENIC WC –
Solutions for the Future
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B
overall
economic

Outside Finland, HIGH
GIENIC WC units have
been set up in Germany,
Switzerland, Austria,
Sweden, Great Britain,
the Netherlands,
Belgium, Italy and the
United States.

easy to
keep clean

low-service

HIGH GIENIC
is able to
replace up to
three traditional
WC units
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